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The Artistic Experience
Following the success and Carnegie Hall debut of Seven Last Words, and Gloria, plans are currently under way for Dr. Michael 
John Trotta’s next major work, Magnificat which will be premiered in the U.S. during the ‘19-‘20 concert season. In June 
2021 Dr. Michael John Trotta will conduct the European premiere of Magnificat for SATB Choirs and Chamber Ensemble in 
Florence, Italy. We are excited to invite choirs from across the U.S. to take part in this unique opportunity to perform a new 
major work in the city that gave birth to the Renaissance. In addition to performing Magnificat under the baton of Dr. Michael 
John Trotta, balanced choirs will have the option of singing their own repertoire as part of a spotlight performance.

Florence
Florence’s museums, palaces, and churches house some of the greatest artistic treasures in the world. The most popular and 
important sites in Florence include the Cathedral, the Baptistery, the Uffizi, the Bargello, and the Accademia. The churches 
of Santa Maria Novella and Santa Croce are veritable art galleries, and the library of San Lorenzo is a magnificent exhibition 
of Michelangelo’s architectural genius. Wander some of the oldest streets in the city until you reach the Arno River, cross 
the Ponte Vecchio, and experience the “newest” area of Florence, the Oltrarno. When you grow weary of museums and 
monuments, head outdoors. Spend a day at the Boboli Gardens or climb the hill to the church of San Miniato al Monte to 
experience an enchanting view of Florence.

The Organizers: Perform International

“Building Bridges and Transforming Lives through the Power of Music”

Boldly informed by the belief that music inherently speaks as an expression 
of the human spirit beyond borders and in all cultures, Perform International 
seeks to empower music directors and ensembles to realize meaningful and 
life-changing immersion experiences and performances around the world.

• We empower music directors, music ensembles and individual musicians 
to share and grow in their artistic expression and understanding of people 
and cultures.

• We design and create rewarding performances as well as educational and 
cultural immersion opportunities by building and maintaining relationships 
with domestic and international musicians and music education 
organizations.

• We partner with concert venues, publicity teams, airlines, hotels, and tour 
guides to plan and implement operational methods that enhance rather 
than distract from the artistic experience.

• We provide meaningful and life-changing performance tour experiences 
that are personal, thoughtful, and efficient in the processes of conceptual 
artistic and educational development.

The Setting



Fueled by a passion to share new music that engages conductors, ensembles, and audiences 
alike, Dr. Michael John Trotta (b.1978) is fast becoming one of the most “exciting and prominent 
new composers of choral music.” Drawing on his experience as a conductor and clinician, he 
brings artistry and excellence within reach for thousands of musicians each year.

From Carnegie Hall to classrooms all over the world, Trotta’s unique blend of engaging and 
artistic music creates opportunities to experience new music and empowers individuals to realize 
their artistic potential. His engaging style fuses tradition and innovation to create moments of 
beauty that “effectively carry out a dialogue between the [music] and the modern listener.” 
(Choral Journal)

Prior to his work as a full-time composer, his experience as an educator at the elementary, middle 
school, high school, and university levels – as well as a church music director – infuses his works 
with “an intimate knowledge of the human voice” and a “rare sensitivity to the capabilities of a 
choral ensemble.” This, combined with his degrees in music education and a doctorate in choral 
conducting, have grounded his style in tradition, which blend with his modern sensibilities to 
“inform the thoughts and aspirations of the people and the time” (Choral Scholar) and to create 
“tender harmonies and a palette of glowing vocal and instrumental colors.” (Gramophone)

Driven by a desire to support hardworking directors who work to bring out the best in their 
ensembles, Trotta has developed keynotes that connect conductors to the educational and 
artistic goals that drew them to the profession in the first place.  “Your Perfect Choir,” “Developing 
Artistry,” and “Empowering Ensembles” create experiences that connect people to the power 
of music and its ability transcend barriers and teach us more about each other and ourselves.

An ardent advocate for under-resourced and overworked arts organizations, Trotta has pioneered 
the development of the consortium model of commissioning. As a result, the opportunity to 
premiere a major work for choir and orchestra is now within reach for more choirs than ever 
before. The Carnegie Hall premiere of the inaugural work, Seven Last Words, was heralded as 
a “modern classic.”  Passionate about removing barriers to new music and artistic excellence, 
Trotta’s “Win a Free Commission” initiative allows any choir the opportunity to have a work 
written for them at no cost to the ensemble.

Recently, Dr. Trotta has had world premieres commissioned for conventions at  TMEA (Texas 
Music Educators Association) and ACDA (American Choral Directors Association),  in addition 
to being invited to conduct premieres of commissioned major works at Carnegie Hall, and at St. 
Paul’s Papal Basilica in Rome.

His works are published through JW Pepper, Carl Fischer, ECS Publishing, MorningStar Music, 
Hal Leonard, Choristers Guild, BriLee Music, Shawnee Press, Alliance Music, GIA, Kjos, Colla 
Voce, and Walton Music.

Read reviews of his works in Choral Journal, Choral Scholar, and Gramophone, or watch his 
Inside Voice interview with JW Pepper.

Recordings can be found on iTunes for the following works: For a Breath of Ecstasy, Light Shines 
in the Darkness, Seven Last Words, Totus Tuus and Gloria.

When he is not traveling for guest conducting and composer residencies, Dr. Trotta spends his 
time at the beach in Bay Head, New Jersey, where he lives with his wife Rachel.

You can connect with Dr. Michael John Trotta at www.mjtrotta.com.
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June 20-24, 2021

Magnificat for Choir and Orchestra

Tour Itinerary
Sunday, June 20, 2021 - Departure USA
Overnight flight from the USA to Rome, Italy.

Monday, June 21, 2021 - Arrival Rome / Florence
Arrival in Rome and transfer to Florence. Time permitting, visit the Orvieto Cathedral en-
route to Florence. Welcome dinner for all singers and overnight Florence.

Tuesday, June 22, 2021 - Florence
Morning rehearsal of “Magnificat” with Michael John Trotta followed by a guided 
sightseeing tour of Florence including a visit to the Academia and the Duomo. In the late 
afternoon 2nd rehearsal. Dinner on your own and overnight Florence.

Wednesday, June 23, 2021 - Gala Concert
Enjoy the morning at your leisure. Early afternoon dress rehearsal with the chamber 
orchestra followed by dinner. Evening European Premiere of John Michael Trotta’s 
“Magnificat.” Overnight Florence.

Thursday, June 24, 2021 - Start Post Festival Tour Programs
Transfer to the airport or start customized post tours.

Pre/Post Festival Tour Programs
Optional pre- and post-tours for groups of 20 and more passengers are available including 
additional individual performance opportunities for balanced ensembles. All of Perform 
International’s pre/post tours are fully customized to each choir’s specific needs. Following 
are some examples of possible options:

Option 1
3 night extension tour to Rome including visits to the Tuscan hill town of San Gimignano as 
well as a visit to the Duomo in Siena. Additionally, guided sightseeing tours of the Vatican, 
including the Vatican Museum and St. Peter’s Basilica, as well as of Ancient Rome with a 
visit to the Coliseum. Additional performance opportunities for balances ensembles on 
request.

Option 2
4 night extension to Venice and Milan. Visit the Neonian Baptistery of Ravenna to view the 
magnificent mosaics. Additionally, sightseeing tours of Venice, Verona and Milan with visits 
to St. Mark’s Basilica, Verona’s iconic Roman Arena, the Milan Duomo and the La Scala 
Museum. Additional performance opportunities for balances ensembles on request.
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